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Abstract
Methods for teaching machines to answer visual ques-
tions have made significant progress in the last few years,
but although demonstrating impressive results on partic-
ular datasets, these methods lack some important human
capabilities, including integrating new visual classes and
concepts in a modular manner, providing explanations for
the answer and handling new domains without new ex-
amples. In this paper we present a system that achieves
state-of-the-art results on the CLEVR dataset without any
questions-answers training, utilizes real visual estimators
and explains the answer. The system includes a question
representation stage followed by an answering procedure,
which invokes an extendable set of visual estimators. It can
explain the answer, including its failures, and provide al-
ternatives to negative answers. The scheme builds upon a
framework proposed recently, with extensions allowing the
system to deal with novel domains without relying on train-
ing examples.
1. Introduction
Visual question answering is inspired by the remark-
able human ability to answer specific questions on images,
which may require analysis of subtle cues, along with the
integration of prior knowledge and experience. The learn-
ing of new visual classes, properties and relations, can be
easily integrated into the question-answering process. Hu-
mans can elaborate on the answers they give, explain how
they were derived, and why they failed to produce an ad-
equate answer. Current approach to handle this problem
by a machine [35, 32, 40, 20] takes a different path, where
most answering systems are trained directly to select an an-
swer from common answers of a training set based on fused
image features (mostly using a pre-trained CNN [15]) and
question features (mostly using an RNN, e.g. LSTM [25]).
The approach we take below does not rely on any
question-answering training, but uses instead a process
Q: What color are all the fruits Q: Is the man looking at a cat?
above the banana? A: Couldn’t find any object of
A: The color of the orange: orange class: man (failed subclasses:
The color of the apple: green a woman and a girl).
The color of the apple: green There are no people (superordinate
class) looking at a cat.
Existing alternative relations (to
man-look at-cat): ’person to the
left of a cat’
Q: How many vehicles are there Q: Are any tiny green metal things
in the image? visible?
A: The number of the vehicles: 4, A: There are no valid green objects
number per vehicle sub group: (failed due to 4 large objects, a
bicycle: 1, car: 2, truck: 1 purple object and a red object
Figure 1. Examples for UnCoRd full answers to visual questions.
Intermediate results are plotted.
composed according to the question’s structure, and apply-
ing a sequence of ‘visual estimators’ for object detection
and identifying a set of visual properties and relations. An-
swering is divided into two stages. First, a graph repre-
sentation is generated for the question, in terms of objects
classes, properties and relations, supplemented with quan-
tifiers and logical connectives. An answering procedure
then follows the question graph, and seeks either a single
or multiple assignments of the classes, properties and rela-
tions in the graph to the image (Section 3.3). The method
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builds upon the general scheme used by UnCoRd (Under-
stand, Compose and Respond) [37] framework introduced
recently.
Our work includes several novel contributions. First,
a method that produces state-of-the-art results on the
CLEVR visual question answering dataset [18] without
any questions-answers training. Second, we developed
sequence-to-sequence based method to map questions into
their graph representation. Third, the method deals with
questions that include quantifies and logical connectives.
Fourth, we present a model that can both perform well on
CLEVR, as well as generalize to novel domains by adding
visual estimators (for objects, properties and relations) but
without QA examples.
Examples for UnCoRd’s answers are given in Figure 1.
Using the UnCoRd method we demonstrate that a visual
question answering system, without any questions-answers
training, provides state-of-the-art results on a challenging
dataset. It is modular, extendable, utilizes external knowl-
edge and provides elaborated answers, including alterna-
tives when an answer is not found, and notifying about un-
supported categories. In addition we provide models that
can represent questions beyond the domain of a particular
dataset. This demonstrates the potential to build a general
answering scheme, not coupled to a dataset. Current visual
question answering methods require many question-answer
examples and are fitted to specific datasets (including spe-
cific answers) and exploit their biases. They lack the Un-
CoRd abilities to generalize across datasets, provide explicit
reasoning, and the ability to easily add additional visual es-
timators (e.g. novel object classes) without changes to the
answering scheme.
2. Related Work
Much work has been done on visual question answering
in recent years [35, 32, 40, 20], developing several meth-
ods applied to a number of datasets [7, 11, 18, 23, 13, 38].
With some variations, most of this work shares the ap-
proach of handling the problem as a multi-class classifica-
tion problem, selecting answers from the training set. A
fusion of image features (based on Convolutional Neural
Network) and question features (mostly based on Recurrent
Neural Network) is used to predict the answer. This ap-
proach provides the ability to obtain successful results for
a target dataset without the need to ”understand” the ques-
tion explicitly. However, the approach lacks desired human
skills such as dealing with novel domains without question-
answering training, or provide explanations and alternative
suggestions when answers are not found.
As end-to-end training dominates current answering
schemes, many works focused on improving the image-
question fused features [10, 8, 45], various attention mecha-
nisms for selecting important features [43, 17, 31, 29, 4] and
incorporating outputs of other visual tasks [12, 3, 9, 36].
Some methods provide reasoning by using ”facts” ex-
traction (e.g. scene type) [39] or image caption results
[28, 1, 27]. Other methods focused on integrating external
prior knowledge, mostly by producing a query to a knowl-
edge database using the question and the image [38]. Ex-
tracted external knowledge was also fused with question
and image representations [41, 26].
A compositional approach that builds a dynamic network
out of trained modules is proposed by the Neural mod-
ule Network (NMN) works. The modules structure was
originally based on the dependency parsing of the question
[6, 5]. The following versions included supervised learning
of the modules arrangement [19, 16] according to annota-
tions of the answering programs, that are available for the
CLEVR dataset [18]. While the assignment of modules is
according to a meaningful learned program, the modules are
trained only as components of an answering network for a
specific dataset. They do no function as independent vi-
sual estimators and hence could not be modified or replaced
by exiting methods, and consequently modular addition of
independent modules is not possible. As other methods, a
large amount of question-answer examples is required for
training the system, in addition to question-program train-
ing. The answers are selected by classification, with no
means for providing explanations or proposing alternatives.
Our approach, in contrast, allows flexible integration of ad-
ditional visual capabilities (e.g. novel object class), provid-
ing elaborated answers, propose alternatives, and use ex-
ternal knowledge. This is obtained without any question-
answer examples.
In parallel to our work, a method that learns to gen-
erate a program and carry it out according to full scene
analysis (object detection and properties classification) was
proposed [44]. This method uses questions-answers train-
ing to learn the programs. It performs full scene analysis
which may become infeasible for data sets that are less re-
stricted than CLEVR. In our method, the answering process
is guided by the question and does not perform a full scene
analysis in order to produce the answer.
The framework that we follow [37] splits the answering
task into question-to-graph mapping, followed by a recur-
sive answering procedure. Mapping to graph representation
utilizes the START parser [21, 22] to obtain a representa-
tion, where the nodes represent objects and their required
information (e.g. properties and quantifiers), and edges rep-
resent relations between objects. The answering procedure
utilizes several visual estimators for detecting objects and
classifying properties and relations between them. Exter-
nal knowledge database [33] was used to extract informa-
tion on question concepts that relates them to recognizable
classes (e.g. finding synonyms). In our work, we train
novel question-to-graph mappers, and apply them to differ-
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Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the answering process. The
first stage maps the question into a graph representation using a
sequence-to-sequence LSTM based model. At the second stage,
the recursive answering procedure follows the graph, searching
for a valid assignment in the image. At each step, the current node
(cur node) is set and the objects are examined according to node’s
requirements. If succeeded, a new cur node is set (according to
a relation, or next root of a rooted subgraph) and the function is
called again to handle the subgraph defined by the original graph
excluding the assigned nodes and edges. The child object detec-
tion is activated only when no corresponding object was detected
in previous stages. legend: c: object class, pi: property, f : queried
property, g: property of a set, ri: relation.
ent sizes and types of vocabulary. We extend the graph rep-
resentation scope to support additional types of questions,
and train and generate new visual estimators. This results in
a system that achieves state-of-the-art results on the CLEVR
dataset [18] with no question-answering training, and pro-
vides models that both perform well on CLEVR and can
represent questions from different domains.
Current methods fit models to particular datasets and ex-
ploit their inherent biases, which can lead to ignoring parts
of the question and the image, and to failures on novel do-
mains [2]. In contrast to the modular approach we pursue,
each modification or upgrade requires a full retraining.
3. Method
3.1. Overview
In the formalism we use, a simple question without quan-
tifiers can be transformed to an assertion about the image
that may have free variables (e.g.’color’ in ’what is the color
of...’). The question is answered by finding an assignment to
the image, that will make the statement true, and retrieving
the free variables. The quantifiers derived from the question
require multiple true assignments (such as ’5’, ’all’, etc.).
The procedure we use seeks the required assignments and
returns the desired answer (for further details see the Un-
CoRd general framework [37]). The two stages of the an-
swering process are as follows (see Figure 2 for a scheme):
1. Question mapping into a graph representation -
First, a representation of the question as a directed
graph is generated, where nodes represent objects and
edges represent relations between objects. Graph com-
ponents include objects classes, properties and rela-
tions. The node representation includes all the ob-
ject visual requirements needed to answer the question,
which is a combination of the following:
• Object class c (e.g.’horse’).
• Object property p (e.g.’red’).
• Queried object property f (e.g.’color’).
• Queried set property g (e.g.’number’).
• Quantifiers (e.g.’all’, ’two’).
• Quantity relative to another node (e.g. same).
• Node type: regular or SuperNode: union of a few
nodes (with optional additional requirements).
2. Answering procedure - In this stage, a recursive pro-
cedure finds valid assignments of the graph in the im-
age. The number of required assignments for each
node is determined by its quantifiers. The procedure
follows the graph, invoking relevant sub-procedures
and integrates the information to provide the answer.
It depends only in the structure of the question graph,
where the particular object classes, properties and rela-
tions are parameters, used to apply the corresponding
visual estimators (e.g. which property to extract). The
invoked sub-procedures are selected from a pool of the
following basic procedures, which are simple visual
procedures used to compose the entire answering pro-
cedure:
• Detect object of a certain class c.
• Check the existence of object property p.
• Return an object property of type f .
• Return an object’s set property of type g.
• Check the existence of relation r between two
objects (e.g.’looking at’).
3.2. Question to Graph Mapping
We’ve performed an LSTM based sequence to sequence
training [34] from question to graph representation. Graph
annotations are based on the CLEVR dataset [18] programs
corresponding to the dataset’s questions. The programs can
be described as trees, where nodes are functions perform-
ing visual evaluations for object classes, properties and re-
lations, and can be transferred to our graph representation,
providing annotations for our mappers training. Our models
configuration is based on Google’s Neural Machine Trans-
lation model [42] trained using tensorflow implementation
[30]. The graph was serialized (using DFS traversal) and
represented as a sequence of strings (including special to-
kens for graph fields), so the model task is to translate
the question sequence into the graph sequence. The ini-
tial training was done using questions used in CLEVR. To
generalize the scheme to a larger range of visual elements
(classes, properties and relations) beyond the limited set
used in CLEVR, we trained the mapper on modified sets of
questions, in which CLEVR visual elements were replaced
by visual elements from a larger set. Note that as this stage
deals with question mapping and not questions answering,
the questions do not have to be meaningful (e.g. ”What is
the age of the water?”) as long as they have a proper map-
ping, preserving the role of each visual element (see Figure
3). We make sure that graph’s replacements correspond to
question’s by a preliminary modification of each visual ele-
ment’s synonyms into one form (e.g.’ball’ is replaced with
’sphere’). In addition, all appearances of a particular visual
element in a question are replaced with one destination term
(for the same question). We used four ’modes’ of replacing
visual elements, differing in the set of visual elements, as
described below.
• No replacement: CLEVR categories (3 object classes,
12 properties, 4 property types and 4 relations).
• Minimal replacement: Visual elements are selected
from a pool that includes UnCoRd’s real world recog-
nizable categories (100 object classes, 32 properties, 7
property types and 82 relations).
• Extended replacement: Visual elements are selected
from enlarged lists of real world categories (230 ob-
ject classes, 200 properties, 53 property types and 160
relations).
• VG replacement: Visual elements are selected from
the categories of the Visual Genome dataset [24]
(65,178 object classes, 53,498 properties, 53 property
types and 47,448 relations), which include many in-
accuracies, such as mixed categories (e.g.’fat fluffy
clouds’) and irrelevant concepts (e.g. object classes:
’there are white’, properties: ’an elephant’, relations:
’wheels’). Using these concepts results with an incon-
sistent mapping (as ”fat fluffy clouds” is listed as an
object class but actually includes two properties: ’fat’
and ’fluffy’). The replacement is done with probabil-
ity corresponding to the statistics of the dataset, hence
probability of noisy elements is expected to be low.
The vocabulary we use for training all sets is the same.
It is a 56,000 words vocabulary that was composed of the
union of a standard English vocabulary and all the used ob-
ject classes, properties and relations. Both the question and
the graph representations are based on the same vocabulary
where the graph has additional tokens to mark graph nodes
and fields (e.g. <NewNode>, <p>).
To further increase the representation scope, the diversity
of questions should also be addressed. CLEVR questions
contain long sequences of various requirements. However
it lacks some basic question elements (e.g. quantifiers and
difference queries) and does not include simple questions,
i.e. questions with very few explicit requirements. This bias
also biases the mapping results of simpler questions (e.g. ”Is
there a book on a shelf?”). To address this, we created en-
hanced sets where additional examples were added to each
of the above sets. These examples include:
• Questions where ’same’ is replaced by ’different’. This
is performed on questions that include ’same’ only as
part of the relation ’same p’ (where p is a property).
• Questions with added quantifiers (’all’ and numbers).
The quantifiers are added in questions that fit this ad-
dition (a few quantifiers may be added to a question).
• Basic questions that include existence and count for:
class, class and property, class and 2 properties, 2 ob-
jects and a relation, as well as queries for objects class
(in a relation) and property types (including various
WH questions). Each group of questions is divided to
questions with and without quantifiers.
An example for a graph, mapped using the ’Enhanced-
Extended replace’ model is given in Figure 3. It is evi-
dent that although the question does not have a meaning, it
has a structure in terms of objects, properties and relations
that can be mapped into a question graph, in the same way
that the original question was mapped. All visual elements
are mapped properly representing the same structure of the
original question, only with the replaced visual elements.
This means that the same answering procedure will be car-
ried out, fulfilling our intent to apply the same procedure to
similar structured questions.
3.3. Answering Procedure
In this stage we follow the general UnCoRd scheme [37],
where a recursive procedure seeks valid assignments (Sec-
tion 3.1) between the question graph and the image. The
question graph, the image and the mask R-CNN [14] out-
put (activated on the image) are fed into the procedure that
c: object
p: full, tied-up, tiled
n: 16
c: girl
p: light blue
q: ’all’
c: object
f : ’fabric’
’walking towards’ ’next to’
Q: What is the fabric of the object that is both walking
towards all the light blue girls and next to the sixteen full
tied-up tiled objects?
Figure 3. An example of a question and a corresponding graph,
mapped using Extended-Enhanced model. The original CLEVR
question is: ’What is the size of the object that is both right of
the cyan sphere and left of the tiny red metallic object ?’ The
accuracy of the representation can be confirmed by the accurate
representation of the original question, when graph concepts are
replaced with the corresponding original ones.
recursively processes each node. For each node, basic pro-
cedures (Section 3.1) are invoked sequentially, according to
the node’s requirements and activate visual estimators ac-
cording to the particular visual elements. The number of
required valid assignments is set by the node’s quantifier
(a single assignment, a specific number, or all). The next
processed nodes are the ones connected by the graph edges
(in the progressing direction) or unprocessed root nodes (if
available). Basic procedures provide answers, from which
the final answer is selected.
3.3.1 CLEVR Visual Estimators
In order to find a valid assignment of a question graph in
the image, and provide the answer, corresponding visual es-
timators need to be trained. Object locations are not ex-
plicitly provided for CLEVR images, however they can be
recovered using the provided scene annotations. This pro-
vided approximated contour annotations for CLEVR ob-
jects (see Figure 4), which were sufficient for training de-
cent estimators. Mask R-CNN [14] was used for instance
segmentation. For property classifiers, simple CNN models
(3 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers) were
trained to classify color and material, while size was esti-
mated according object’s bottom coordinates and its largest
edge. Relations are classified by rule based functions.
4. Experiments
Testing the full UnCoRd answering method includes two
parts: one is creating a correct graph representation of the
question, including for questions out of the original domain,
and the second is whether, given the question representa-
(a) Ground truth (b) Instance segmentation results
Figure 4. Instance segmentation example for CLEVR data.
Ground truth (calculated from CLEVR annotations) is shown in
(a), where spheres are marked in yellow, cubes in cyan and cylin-
ders in magenta. Results of instance segmentation shown in (b),
correspond accurately to ground truth
tion, and assuming the availability of the necessary visual
estimators, the general procedure used in UnCoRd produces
the correct answer. If UnCoRd performs correctly, then
question answering in a new domain would not require any
specific training, and will only require visual estimators ap-
plicable to the domain.
For our evaluations, we trained 8 question-to-graph mod-
els that include all replacement modes (no-replacement,
minimal, extended and VG), each trained in two forms: Ba-
sic, i.e. no added question examples (∼700K examples) and
enhanced, i.e. with additional examples (∼1.4M examples).
See Section 3.2 for further details.
In the tests below we first analyze representation results
of the different question-to-graph models for their corre-
sponding validation sets, as well as for validations sets of
other models. This evaluates the generalization capabilities
of the different models. The representation is also evalu-
ated for a sample of free questions asked on real world im-
ages (sampled from the VQA dataset [7]). We next exam-
ine the visual estimators quality, and the combined quality
to answer questions on the CLEVR dataset and for freely
asked questions of the CLEVR-Humans data set [19]. Un-
less stated, system was configured to provide short answers;
markings on images are related to intermediate results and
calculations.
4.1. Question to Graph
We first report the results for mapping questions to their
graphs, each model for its corresponding validation set. We
report results of the BLEU scores (commonly used in ma-
chine translation) and accuracy for the various mapping
models in Table 1.
Replace Type Basic EnhancedBLEU Acc. BLEU Acc.
None 100 100 100 99.8
Minimal 99.8 98.4 99.8 97.7
Extended 99.6 96.2 99.5 95.8
VG 96.9 76.9 96.9 77.1
Table 1. Question-to-graph mapping results on validation sets
We use the harsh accuracy measure for this task, since
unlike most other translation tasks (e.g. language transla-
tion), dislocation of even one word in the result, may cause a
failure in question representation and in answering it, where
such errors in language translation may be acceptable.
For checking the generalization of the question-to-graph
mapping across the different sets, we tested each model on
the validation sets of all 8 models. Results are given in Table
2. Note that there is a difference between the ”None” mod-
els and the others. The ”None” data includes mapping from
concepts to their synonyms, where terms like ”ball” and
”block” in the question are mapped to ”sphere” and ”cube”
in the graph, respectively. In the other models, for each cat-
egory there is a wide range of terms and they are mapped
directly to the graph, leaving synonyms identification for
the external knowledge queries and additional processing.
In this evaluation, the results for ”None” data predicted by
the other models include a preprocessing stage transforming
concept synonyms to a single form.
Train
Test None Minimal Extended VG
B E B E B E B E
None B 100 49.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1E 99.7 99.8 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Minimal B 99.8 48.9 98.4 50.0 0.5 0.3 1.2 0.6E 99.0 98.6 98.0 97.7 0.5 1.0 1.1 1.1
Extended B 99.1 48.6 98.2 49.9 96.2 49.1 18.1 9.4E 99.1 98.7 97.9 97.5 95.7 95.8 19.3 20.0
VG B 87.5 44.8 65.7 34.6 84.1 45.3 76.9 41.9E 90.0 90.0 63.7 64.1 81.9 83.0 75.0 77.1
Table 2. Accuracy results of question-to-graph mapping, evaluated
on validations sets, for all data types (B: Basic, E: Enhanced)
Results demonstrate that models do not generalize well
on new elements and perform poorly on data that include
visual categories and question phrasings ”unseen” during
training. However, when trained on richer vocabulary and
question types, results accuracy decreases, but generaliza-
tion over data with ”reduced” vocabulary is high. Increas-
ing vocabulary size and diversity of training data appears
to be beneficial, as the Extended-Enhanced model obtains
very high accuracy practically on all sets of data, other than
VG. VG is different as other than including a very rich vo-
cabulary, its data includes many incompatible elements (see
Section 3.2). Additional tests are required to check possi-
ble advantages of VG models on representing different do-
mains. We report such a test next.
4.2. VQA representation
In order to check the representation generality of the
graph mapping, we would like to examine its results for dif-
ferent domains. Since VQA datasets (except CLEVR) do
not include annotations corresponding to our graph repre-
sentation, we sampled 100 questions of the VQA validation
set [7] and manually examined the results for all the models.
Replace Type Basic Enhanced
None 1 0
Minimal 12 12
Extended 22 22
VG 34 50
Table 3. Accuracy of graph representation for VQA [7] sample
The results in Table 3 demonstrate the large gaps in the
abilities of models to represent new domains. Examples
for several models are given in Figure 5. models trained
specifically on CLEVR do not generalize at all to the un-
trained domain. As the models are trained on a more di-
verse data results improve substantially, peaking clearly for
VG-Enhanced model by a large margin from other models.
This result is interesting as answering CLEVR questions us-
ing this model is also performed with high accuracy (see
Table 5). It means that structured description of questions
provides a promising direction for answering systems of vi-
sual questions. An interesting direction would be to further
investigate means to enrich question description examples
and produce further significant improvements.
c: cylinder
c: cube
f : material
’same size’
c: baseball
p: young
c: what
’beneath’
c: baseball
player
p: young
c: ground
f : kind
’beneath’
None-Basic Min-Enhanced VG-Enhanced
Q: What kind of ground is beneath the young baseball player?
Figure 5. Example for graph representations by several models to
a free form question (from the VQA [7] dataset). Text colors rep-
resent concepts accuracy, blue: accurate, red: inaccurate.
4.3. Visual Estimators Performance
Results for CLEVR estimators are given in Table 4. As
the visual elements are quite constrained, estimators accu-
racy is very high and should suffice to provide accurate
answers. Estimating CLEVR relations is based on simple
rules using the coordinates of the objects.
Estimator APIoU=.50 Acc.
Instance segmentation 99.0
Color Classification 99.98
Material Classification 99.97
Size Evaluation 100
Table 4. CLEVR estimators results on CLEVR validation set
4.4. Answering CLEVR questions
We evaluated the UnCoRd system with the various
question-to-graph mapping models on the CLEVR test set.
The results are given in Table 5.
Method Compare Integer Query Compare OverallExist Count Equal Less More Size Color Mat. Shape Size Color Mat. Shape
IEP-strong [19] 97.1 92.7 98.0 99.0 98.9 98.8 98.4 98.1 97.3 99.8 98.5 98.9 98.4 96.9
UnCoRd-None Basic 99.89 99.54 99.77 99.96 99.96 99.81 99.75 99.70 99.69 99.85 99.85 99.70 99.79 99.74Enhanced 99.89 99.54 99.77 99.96 99.96 99.81 99.75 99.70 99.69 99.85 99.85 99.70 99.79 99.74
UnCoRd-Min Basic 99.81 99.36 99.77 99.90 99.90 99.79 99.74 99.68 99.69 99.84 99.85 99.70 99.79 99.68Enhanced 99.69 99.21 99.23 99.51 99.61 99.59 99.47 99.33 99.52 99.67 99.56 99.47 99.66 99.46
UnCoRd-Ext Basic 96.82 89.34 77.24 81.46 76.79 99.34 99.47 99.25 99.52 99.41 99.35 99.29 99.58 94.80Enhanced 99.78 99.33 99.68 97.42 98.40 99.73 99.70 99.58 99.59 99.81 99.82 99.66 99.73 99.49
UnCoRd-VG Basic 96.82 89.34 77.24 81.46 76.79 99.50 99.47 99.25 99.52 99.41 99.35 99.29 99.58 94.81Enhanced 98.03 97.39 97.16 96.36 97.22 97.93 97.60 97.76 97.21 97.36 95.88 98.71 96.95 97.49
Table 5. Accuracy of CLEVR dataset question answering for the question-to-graph models and current state-of-the-art: (IEP-strong)
As can be seen, using the mapper models trained specifi-
cally on CLEVR data (the two None models) achieve state-
of-the-art results with results close to perfect. When check-
ing 10,000 examples of the validation set, all wrong answers
were due to wrong estimations of the visual estimators,
mainly miss detection of a highly occluded object. Hence,
accurate annotation of object coordinates may even further
reduce the small amount of remaining errors. Other models,
which were trained on a much wider vocabulary and ques-
tion types still perform well, mostly with only minor ac-
curacy reduction. This demonstrates that our approach can
achieve state-of-the-art results without using any question-
answer examples, and at the same time it offers additional
”human-like” advantages of modularity, elaborations and
explanations of answers and failures, and use of external
knowledge.
Examples for questions on the CLEVR data (both
CLEVR questions and others) are shown in Figure
6. Question-to-graph mapping was done by the None-
Enhanced model. Results for the IEP-strong model [19] are
given as well. As expected, the end-to-end model provides
accurate answer to the question from the original CLEVR
data, but much less accurate for questions from unseen
types.
4.5. Extensibility and different domains
Another demonstration of the UnCoRd system robust-
ness and modularity can be obtained by creating a new
dataset and testing the results, given the corresponding de-
tectors. Simple extensions may only add questions with
new properties or relations that can be used with existing
images (which means using the same object categories). For
standard end-to-end models, adding even simple relations,
such as ’bigger than’, would require a tuning of the entire
model, whereas UnCoRd needed only a simple plugging
in of this relation detector, with no further modifications.
Moreover, the system can handle entirely different domains
by incorporating the relevant estimators. Many of the esti-
mators are general and can be used regardless of the type of
data (e.g.’to the left of’) or be available and invoked accord-
ing to the need of each domain (e.g.’looking at’). Examples
for a simple extension and for a different domain (each us-
(a) Q: There is a yellow thing to the right (b) Q: How many big cubes are of a
of the rubber thing on the left side different color than the large
of the gray rubber cylinder; what cylinder?
is its material? A: 3
A: metal IEP [19] A: 0
IEP [19] A: metal
(c) Q: What color is the cube to the right (d) Q: Are all the spheres purple?
of the four big spheres? A: no [full: There are not enough purple
A: yellow spheres (failed due to a red sphere)]
IEP [19] A: yellow IEP [19] A: yes
Figure 6. Examples for questions and answers on the CLEVR data.
In (a), the question is taken from the CLEVR validation set , where
in (b) the question includes the ’different color’ relation, (c) ques-
tion uses a quantifier and (d) is a simple property existence (+ ’all’
quantifier) question.
ing a different model) are given in Figure 7, including com-
parison to the IEP-strong model [19].
4.6. CLEVR Humans
An example for using the CLEVR images with different
questions is the CLEVR-Humans [19], where people were
asked to provide challenging questions for CLEVR images.
The questions vary from simple questions (e.g.’What color
is the ball?’), and questions similar to the original CLEVR
form, to questions that are phrased differently and require
prior knowledge (e.g.’How many of these things could be
stacked on top of each other?’). Results for the CLEVR-
Humans test set (7145 questions) are given in Table 6, in-
cluding comparison to the IEP models [19].
Results demonstrate that for models without finetuning,
our ”None-Enhanced” model provide state-of-the-art results
(without any answer examples). The ”None” models are
Q: What color is the cube smaller Q: There is a person that is of a different
than the yellow sphere? gender than the young person
A: blue closest to the cup; how old is he?
IEP [19] A: red A: 22-35
IEP [19] A: no
Figure 7. Examples for the extensibility of our method. Left:
’smaller than’ relation is supported by integrating a simple esti-
mator for it. Right: Entirely different domain of real-world prop-
erties and relations is supported by just having the required visual
estimators. Different mask R-CNN model is used. Otherwise, all
available estimators were unchanged.
Method No Finetune Finetune
IEP-18k 54.0 66.6
UnCoRd-None Basic 60.46Enhanced 60.59
UnCoRd-Min Basic 48.24Enhanced 52.23
UnCoRd-Ext Basic 43.97Enhanced 52.83
UnCoRd-VG Basic 43.47Enhanced 48.71
Table 6. Accuracy of CLEVR-Humans dataset question answering
for the different question-to-graph models and two IEP models:
one trained on CLEVR and finetuned to CLEVR-Humans
biased towards CLEVR visual elements that include cor-
responding visual estimators. Hence they have a chance
to provide the correct answer (which for CLEVR includes
a limited range) even for inaccurate representations. The
other models will map better questions that include vi-
sual elements with no corresponding visual estimators, re-
sulting with answers such as: ”Unknown class: ’frame’”,
”Unknown property ’plastic’”, ”Unknown relation ’in be-
tween’” and so on. Adding such visual estimators is a
direction to improve performance. In general, all models
demonstrated difficulties to represent questions with differ-
ent phrasing than encountered in training, including ’hallu-
cinations’ of concepts and other errors.
A point to note is that CLEVR-Humans questions, al-
though asked by humans, have the same answers as in
CLEVR (by instructions to workers). Many questions can
be easily classified to categories by the models, allowing
”guesses” of the answer (e.g. 50% correct guess for yes/no
and size questions). UnCoRd model does not ”guess”. It
will simply provide ”unknown category” answers. When
comparing to ground truth, selecting from the pool of possi-
ble answers would be the better strategy, however, answers
that are ’aware’ of their limitation give a better sense of the
system’s level of understanding the question, and can lead
to corrective actions. Such answers can be promoted in QA
systems, by reducing ”score” for wrong answers, or giving
partial scores to answers identifying a missing component.
Examples of CLEVR-Humans questions are given in
Figure 8, including results for IEP models [19]. It is evident
that the more general model (VG-Enhanced) can perform
on out of scope questions (left) and report limitation (right).
Q: What color is the item to the far Q: How many of these things could be
left? (GT: purple) stacked on top of each other? (GT: 8)
No-E A: brown No-E A: 1
VG-E A: purple VG-E A: Unknown Class: each other
IEP-Strong [19] A: blue IEP-Strong [19] A: 0
IEP-Hum [19] A: purple IEP-Hum [19] A: 2
Figure 8. Examples for CLEVR-Humans questions including an-
swers of the IEP [19] models (IEP-Strong: trained on CLEVR and
IEP-Hum: finetuned for CLEVR-Humans). No-E and VG-E refer
to the None-Enhanced and VG-Enhance models respectively.
5. Conclusion and Future Directions
Unlike end-to-end methods for VQA, in the proposed
approach the system first produces an explicit representa-
tion of the question’s meaning, in terms of a graph that
needs to be searched in the image. The answering algo-
rithm then proceeds to match the question graph to the im-
age, guided by the graph structure, by applying sequentially
visual estimators. Based on this approach, the UnCoRd sys-
tem achieves near perfect results on a challenging dataset,
without using any question-answer examples. It can also
explain its answers and suggest alternatives when answers
are not found. We have demonstrated that the representa-
tion capabilities of questions can be extended outside the
scope of the trained dataset, preserving good results for the
original domain.
Substantial work is required to obtain a system that will
be able to perform well on entirely general images and
questions. The main immediate bottleneck is obtaining
question-to-graph mapping with general representation ca-
pabilities for a broad range of questions. Question graph
representation may also be enhanced to support questions
with more complex logic, as well as extending the scope of
the supported visual categories (e.g. including global scene
types). Additional basic areas that current schemes, includ-
ing ours, have only begun to address, are the use of exter-
nal, non-visual knowledge in the answering process, and
the composition of detailed, informative answers, integrat-
ing the language and visual aspects of VQA.
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